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that William Dickson Lang was born in December 1878. Within twelve months Edward Lang, discouraged by repeated attacks of fever and poor financial prospects, retired from the Indian Service and returned to England. He left his family at Harrow and sought work in the United States. Having made a month's survey for an English firm in West Virginia with a view to the establishment of a forestry industry with sawmills and pulping plants, and finding the prospects good, he returned to England to fetch his family. But at Harrow he was taken suddenly ill and died of meningitis in August 1880.
The widow was fortunate in being surrounded by her own and her husband's families eager to help and advise, and after a time she was able to rent from her eldest brother a little house close to her Harrow home, which her architect brother Edward constructed by converting two small semi-detached cottages; and here she brought up her family and lived until her death in 1900.
Small incidents do seem to show that William's liking for natural history was inborn and he relates that 'from about six years old, onwards, I used to devour every book on natural history which I came across', and recalls the impression made on him by a lecture by his favourite author J. G. Wood on pond life, and pond life, then plentifully available in Harrow, became one of his chief interests in boyhood.
This bent for natural history was never discouraged by his mother, but never forced, and, as far as it was compatible with the straitened circum stances of the family, allowed its natural scope.
On the other hand, love of natural history was in those days considered peculiar, and even at an early age he was sensible of an attitude of subtle, though not necessarily unkind ridicule on the part of those outside his family. This attitude he felt was never absent throughout his school life and tended to drive the boy in on himself, leading to shyness and the habit of solitary study.
His mother was fortunate in gaining presentations for both William and his elder brother to Christ's Hospital, and at the age of eight in May 1887, he entered the junior school of some four hundred boys at Hertford. The school lay on the eastern edge of the town, and there the boys were confined to a large gravelled playground, some hundred yards long and fifty yards wide, and on some occasions in the summer, to a large field adjoining the school. Thus, although they were on the edge of real country, they had only occasional opportunities of appreciating it, when friends or relations came to see them, or when they were taken for a walk by the Beadle or the Nurse (matron).
He had 'never seen a country river, and the scenery of the Lea with its shifting lights, flowing movements, its wavy weeds, and gravelly shallows came as a revelation'.
But worse was to come. After four terms, young Lang was 'promoted to London, where the main body of the school, eight hundred boys, living in rather primitive conditions and leading a spartan life, were pent up in a few acres of the city lying between Newgate Street and St Bartholomew's Hospital. When not in class-rooms, we spent the daylight hours in the open, in three playgrounds, two asphalted and one flagged and cobbled; and when wet in the cloisters which bordered them'. The environment was 'a tough one for weaklings and offered but starvation to a naturalist'. Lang was not daunted, however, and he relates that 'the bones surreptitiously pocketed from our fortnightly dinner of boiled rabbit provided lessons in osteology; yellow underwing moths were not uncommon, sparrows were our bird-life; and a few plane trees and one fig tree were all the plants the place could offer'. Besides, the school boasted of a small museum in which a number of animals, poorly prepared and inadequately labelled, were exhibited.
Lang appears to have liked learning and enjoyed 'the copious draughts of English verse' which he was given to learn by heart, chiefly the poetry of Scott when he was younger, and when older, of Milton. It was on these authors, with the Bible, that he was grounded in English literature. He certainly learnt and benefited by these methods, if the excellence and clarity of his writing in later life and his strong religious feelings are any indication.
For the first year or two in London, his 'very tough elder brother' largely protected him from bullying, and the elder boy's athletic powers stimulated him to emulation. However, in 1893, when he was fourteen, he had a breakdown in health, resulting in an enlarged heart, and this, he believed, 'proved to be a life-long hindrance'; it was certainly an event that altered his habits, possibly in some ways to his advantage, for it ruled out any form of violent exercise for the time being and encouraged the more sedentary pursuits. It did in fact settle his way of life, that of the intellectual valetudi narian, and this quiet thoughtful way of living undoubtedly suited him admirably in retirement, which he sought at the earliest opportunity; however, it did tend to set him apart from his more active contemporaries.
Summer holidays on the coasts of Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, Devon, Dorset and North Wales enlarged his field of interest in natural history and introduced him to geology.
At fourteen another critical event occurred in his career. He relates that he had reached the Upper School, where boys who showed classical and mathematical ability were encouraged to stay and work up to university standard. He says that 'although I was well drilled in the accidence of grammar and syntax, I showed little promise of achievement in classics, and still less in mathematics; so that at fifteen, or at most sixteen I should probably have been superannuated and sent into commercial life'.
But a curious accident came to his relief-'In October 1893, an epidemic of scarlet fever broke out and it became necessary to re-lay the whole of the school's sewerage system. The school was dispersed for several months, and I found myself at home and educationally at a loose end . . . My mother found that it was possible for a boy under fifteen to enter Harrow School if he had reached the standard of the form known as First Shell, and now, in that my brother and sisters had left school, she could afford to send me to Harrow as a Home Border,' as his father had been. So he entered Harrow in January 1894 and was placed in First Shell under Arthur Fenton Hort, the translator of Theophrastus's Enquiry into plants and the Critica botanica of Linnaeus. 'Thus, a series of accidents such as might have happened in any schoolboy's career, entirely changed my school environment. ' At Harrow, natural history was very largely despised by the general run of boys, yet there was a wider tolerance there than at Christ's Hospital, and young Lang got to know several boys who were interested in birds and moths. In particular he was at one time in the same form as Charles Rothschild, who, although older, encouraged him to collect moths and freshwater mollusca. The masters, too, were ready to encourage any boy who showed interest in subjects outside the school curriculum, and Bosworth Smith actively propagated interest in natural history, especially in birds and flowers. Lang wrote:
'Nevertheless, my work at Harrow was mostly a steady grind at Classics, learning by my own efforts to analyse every sentence of a Latin or Greek author, to parse every word, classify every construction, and translate the passage literally into what would pass into reasonably possible English. This mental discipline, carried on term by term for several years, did not make me a classic, but it did introduce me to the thought and style of the best classical authors, and opened up wide vistas in all directions. To me, at least, a classical education has seemed to provide not only a thorough mental training, but also an adequate preparation for the pursuit of almost any course of study, and an introduction to all civilized modes of thought and learning.
'Up to the age of seventeen or eighteen, then I was just a keen naturalist with a long experience of school life (about ten years) in which I showed no promise in any direction and, although amenable to learning, yet (on the evidence of my school reports) I was pronounced by the masters to be but a well-meaning duffer. But my last two years at school were, in a sense, the most important in any life, for they marked a transition from natural history to biology. In the Christmas holidays of 1896-7 I was given a copy of Jeffrey Parker's Elementary b i o l o g y , and to me this was a new thing. On looking back, it is difficult to realize that I found it a stiff book; but so it was, and I sat down to it and was absorbed. Here was a new world-natural history unified with a meaning and underlying idea, a relation between apparently diverse structures, an ordered transition from the simpler to the more complex -in a word, an exposition of Morphology. Grounded upon Jeffrey Parker's Biology I became a biologist and consciously (as I later dis covered I had always been) a morphologist. Meanwhile, at Harrow the only Natural Science taught was Chemistry and Physics, and that for but one hour, or perhaps two hours, a week as an "extra subject" for boys in the Upper School. But I was no better at these subjects than I was at Classics or Mathematics. In the Spring of 1897, however, when I was eighteen, Archer Vassall was asked to come and teach biology to special boys of the Sixth Form. During two terms, three of us went to him for an hour or two hours in the week, and needless to say I enjoyed his classes; but apparently I did not strike him as anything but a passively receptive pupil. At the end of the summer term, however, he gave us a written examination, and my answers suggested to him the possibility of a biological career for me. I was due to leave the school at the end of that term, with no chance of reaching the University, and no obvious way before me; but Vassall urged that I should stay at school for another year and try to reach the University by means of a scholar ship. He actually gave me a week's coaching in the holidays at his home at Charterhouse, and early in the next term sent me to try for a Sizarship at Magdalen College, Oxford (for which I failed). Later in the same term I sat for a scholarship at Pembroke College, Cambridge, and gained an Exhibition, which, after I had entered Pembroke, was converted to a scholarship. So I was able to enter the University and take the Natural Sciences Tripos with Zoology as my first subject, and Botany, Geology and Mineralogy as additional subjects.' This was in October 1898. Zoology, and not geology, was Lang's first interest. He records that even 'a long summer holiday at Lulworth in 1895 did not lead me to a serious interest in geology. O f course one could not but wonder at the contorted strata exhibited at the Cove and at Stair Hole, and realize how the barrier of Portland Beds in Stair Hole was perforated in anticipation of later breaching, and presented, but a stage in the process which had produced the Cove, but as a part of the northern limit of the Portland anticline, it had nothing to say'.
1898, the year he entered Cambridge, was certainly a critical year for him, for at Easter, he paid his first visit to Charmouth, staying with an old cousin, Harriet Templer, sister of the naturalist William Force Templer, and this was the first of the annual visits that he made to Charmouth (except for two years during the first world war) until he went to live there in 1938. It was on this visit that he met his future wife, the daughter of Captain Mauley C. M. Dixon, late the 8th (The King's Liverpool) Regiment, who had gone to live there on his retirement. There seems to have been some parental opposition on the Dixon's side to this courtship and they were not married for 10 years, but it was clearly Miss Dixon and not in the first place the cliffs of Charmouth (which merely impressed him as imposing and picturesque) that brought young Lang each year to Charmouth, and so started him on his major geological work, on the stratigraphy of the Blue Lias of the Dorset coast.
At first he concentrated on the details of the Cretaceous sequence, believing the earlier rocks to have been sufficiently recorded, but it was not long before he found that the published work on the Lias, especially the long and detailed account in the Survey m e m , needed much rev particular the identity of some of the ammonites there recorded and their supposed horizons were clearly questionable. And so he re-surveyed the whole of the cliff sections of the Lower Lias, establishing his own numbered series of beds which made it more widely possible to correlate the details with those given in the Memoirs and with sections inland and further afield.
Although mainly concerned in the stratal sequence of the area, Lang inevitably became interested in other aspects of local geology, such as the tectonics and geomorphology, drainage, the phenomena of mud-flows, pebble-formation and so on, yet remained a naturalist 'with a predilection for zoology'. But all this was outside his main work at the Museum.
To return to his Cambridge days-he comments that it was in some ways unfortunate that his preference on obtaining a scholarship was given to Pembroke although it was 'at the front of all that was best in "University life" ' and was a 'family College' (the Senior Tutor was his Uncle, Charles Prior), for it had only one science don, a mineralogist, and of his year 'only some half-dozen men read Natural Science, and all were medicals with no biological interests'. He had, therefore, no sort of tutoring in college and worked alone. Indeed, he must have lead altogether a rather lonely life for he refers repeatedly to his 'poor physique', which after his set routine of seven hours' work a day left 'little energy for the other interests and activities which undergraduates expect to enjoy'. Further, at school he had found it hard to formulate questions and to make intellectual difficulties intelligible to the masters, and at college 'he usually failed to gain by personal inter course what textbooks and lectures failed to supply'. Nevertheless, he was fortunate in his teachers, at least as regards zoology. Adam Sedgwick lectured in elementary zoology, and Graham Kerr, Stanley Gardiner and J. J. Lister demonstrated at practicals. Later on he attended lectures in more advanced zoology by Sidney Harmer, Arthur Shipley and Hans Gadow. 'It would have been hard to find a handful of eminent zoologists more varied in outlook outside the field of orthodox textbook teaching. Sedgwick, for instance, used to insist that there was no such thing as a cell, and Gadow wholeheartedly believed in the inheritance of acquired characters.' Lang always regretted that he did not learn 'any genetics at Cambiidge, or meet Bateson who, almost singlehanded was then making known Mendel's hitherto unnoticed work, and establishing the science of genetics in England'.
In botany Professor Marshall Ward gave the elementary course, and was, so Lang thought, the best of all his lecturers. 'Under his inspiring teaching I thoroughly enjoyed building elementary botany on to a foundation of general biology, especially in its morphological aspects, and dovetailing it with zoology in its theoretical implications. ' He did not fare so happily in geology-he learned 'a mass of stratigraphy from M arr's elementary lectures, but practically no petrology from Harker,
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Biographical Memoirs while later on Cowper Reed's lectures on foreign stratigraphy for all their conscientious preparation and delivery, proved so lethal, that few under graduates . . . could stay out the course'. He learned a little palaeontology from Henry Woods but found him a poor lecturer, but it was, nevertheless, almost entirely due to his kindness and interest, as Lang emphasizes, that he owed his subsequent career; and throughout his professional life Woods gave him both encouragement and friendship. O f course the practical handling of fossils after his lectures was indispensable, and in this way he learned most of his palaeontology, and the rest he got from textbooks.
In 1901 he gained a first class in the first part of the Natural Sciences Tripos, but in the second part in May 1902, he fared less well and only obtained a second, probably because he lacked the superintendence that would have taught him to seek the original sources of information and how to use a library, and would have indicated the gaps in his knowledge and the qualities it lacked. He took his M.A. in 1903 and Sc.D. in 1919.
It was during his undergraduate years that Lang went abroad, on two occasions to the Bernese Oberland, where he was duly impressed by 'the stupendous scale of the Alps, both of their external form and geological structure', and these were the only times that he was out of this country apart from his infancy in India.
Henry Woodward, Keeper of the Department of Geology at the Natural History Museum had retired in 1901 and arrangements were made for filling the vacancy the following year. Henry Woods strongly encouraged Lang to compete for this post and introduced him to A. S. Woodward, Henry Woodward's successor as Keeper. With four others, he secured nomination from one of the Principle Trustees and was duly examined by the Civil Service Commission in general 'pass' subjects and in competition with the other nominees in biology and geology. Lang was successful, scoring over at least two others who were to make their mark in the geological world, W. K. Spencer (later a distinguished amateur, a world authority on Asterozoa and a Fellow of this Society) and E. H. Pascoe (from 1921 to 1932 Director of the Geological Survey of India), presumably, according to Lang, because the former, possibly a better zoologist than Lang, knew little geology, and Pascoe, certainly a better geologist, because he knew little biology. He entered the Department of Geology (now more accurately labelled 'Palaeontology') on 1 October 1902. At the time he would have preferred a post in the Department of Zoology, but in retrospect deemed himself fortunate in not having done so for 'it is probable that I should have been put to work until my retirement at a comparatively small group of Recent animals, whereas in the Department of Geology I had opportunities of ranging over a far wider field, and of gaining an extended view of all groups of organisms throughout geological time'. Many would have regarded the field as too wide, certainly from the curatorial aspect, for Lang was put in charge of the Protozoa, Coelenterates, Sponges and Polyzoa and any other odd group of invertebrates not allotted to anyone else. Most of the masses of material belonging to these groups was in hopeless confusion-J . W. Gregory, who had previously been in charge of these, had spent only three years on the staff before retiring to take up the Chair of Geology in Melbourne, Australia.
'It was clear that merely to clean, sort, register, label, and approxi mately to classify it, in other words to reduce it to a condition in which a researcher could use it, would occupy at least most of one man's natural term of service. Besides this dead weight of undigested material, new specimens continually were added, visitors had to be looked after, and correspondence attended to ; in a word, the prospect of having any opportunity to study and authoritatively to identify the material, or do effective research upon it appeared to be remote; and for many years much, if not most, of my time was spent in registering and labelling specimens and writing and sticking register numbers upon them. J. W. Gregory, whom I met in the Department very shortly after I had arrived, told me that fossil invertebrates would afford no one a chance of making any mark in palaeontology. Luckily I was not discouraged, because I did not believe him, and felt that any group, however obscure, would, if one could only see it, show evidence of how it arose and evolved. The Department at this time was very small. A. Smith Woodward was Keeper, F. A. Bather, Assistant Keeper, and R. B. Newton, G. C. Crick and C. W. Andrews, Assistants. Smith Woodward and Andrews shared the fossil Vertebrates, Newton looked after the Mollusca excluding the Cephalopods, which were curated by Crick, and Bather had charge of the Echinoderms, Arthropods and Worms.
'Meanwhile, I was put by Smith Woodward in Bather's charge, and underwent a painful, but wholesome, training in Museum method. On his promotion in 1902 to the Assistant Keepership, Bather was able to share with the Keeper the administration of the Department. Full of enthusiasm for up-to-date methods and greater efficiency, and being largely placed in control of the Invertebrates, he applied his powers effectively, if eccentrically. It must have been difficult for him to mould the two other Invertebrate Staff, far his senior in years, and over whose heads he had been promoted, into new ways; in fact I suppose he directly attempted nothing of the sort; but I was green wood, and, having learned to put up with his eccentricities and often preposterous demands in matters of detail, or his embarrassing humour when he chose to amuse himself at his victim's expense in public, I also learned his sound methods . . . , the kind side of his humour as well as his essential kindliness, and his conscientiousness and high sense of duty. Himself a master of lucid expression, he took pains to bring all writing by his Staff up to his own high level, whether what was to be written was a label or a paper for publication; and, it was well worth-while being ground in the painful mill of his drastic methods if this resulted in more precise and better-constructed English writing. Besides, he was always ready to expound technical matters of terminology, founding his use upon first principles, or to discuss biological classification and theory. And, although his guiding influence did not prevent me from straying further than he liked in the fields of speculation, yet it did act as a check when imagination approached, or was tempted to overstep, legitimate bounds. He never discouraged research on its philosophical side, and here (as in other ways) he was the antithesis of Smith Woodward, who used to stigmatize our excursions into philosophical biology as "moonshine" (though we often laughed when we found our ideas peeping out of his addresses several years after we had been discussing them) and would administer his own wholesome corrective with (may I hope?) results compatible with his kindness and con sideration to the youngest and crudest of his Staff. A temperamental tension, however, between Keeper and Assistant Keeper sometimes made tricky weather in the Department, while (in spite of perpetually writing labels and gumming on tickets) I was being trained and was gaining stimulus for biological thought.
'Then, for a few months in the year, in order to work in the Depart ment on the Collections of Jurassic brachiopods, came S. S. Buckman, to whose original and progressive thought Jurassic stratigraphy and palaeontology owes a large debt. He experienced no diffidence in stating his views, however unorthodox, and was always ready to defend them with, at least, plausible arguments. This attitude stimulated opposition, and this forced his opponent to perceive that some of his ideas were well founded, and many worth careful attention. Buckman also saw the humour of things, except when directed against himself, and he never admitted that he was wrong. It was largely this last trait which, I think, led him to extravagant, and even erroneous, views. His achievements and his errors have been comprehensively and (to my mind) very justly appraised by W. J. Arkell in his Jurassic System of Great Britain. As far as I was concerned, contact with Buckman was most stimulating, and was bound to re-act upon a plastic and receptive mind, and made me realize that progress in Jurassic stratigraphy and palaeontology above all depended at that moment on laborious and extensive bed-by-bed collecting, a method which was eminently desirable in the Lias of the Dorset coast. Again, Buckman's enthusiastic, though often blind, acceptance of "biogenetic law" as applied .to ammonites by Alpheus Hyatt, according, as it did, with the work of many palaeontologists at that time, attracted me strongly for its direct appeal to serial change of form. At that time I was very much alive to the implications of "recapitulation" , as we palaeontologists generally termed the biogenetic law, and I already saw that the principle could not be applied blindly, as Buckman apparently applied it, but that its expression was continually modified and masked by environmental conditions. Nevertheless, for many years, I held that, with due safe guards, the principle could be used for tracing relationships; until L. F. Spath convincingly showed, in material with which I was very familiar in the field, much of which I had myself collected, and of whose stratigraphical sequence I could therefore entertain no doubt, that to apply the principle, in some lineages at least, led to results incongruous with the field evidence. Though still upholding the principle as true, it seems that its practical use for indicating relationships is far less than many palaeontologists once supposed.
'The study of developmental stages focused attention on the modifica tions in time of single characters, and showed how a character, independently in different lineages, continually appeared to run through a similar course of development, and often to continue this course until it became so exaggerated as to threaten the organism's existence. Such a view of trends had been foreshadowed, if not exactly anticipated, by Eimer in his theory of Orthogenesis, and, without reference to exact definition, the term orthogenesis was often applied to the phenomenon of trends. Under either term the idea of inevitability in evolution was introduced, because, in certain instances, if early stages were known which showed the direction in which a given character was developing, it was possible to predict the character's subsequent history, which might run independently of other characters and of the development of the organism as a whole. Such a view was distasteful to many biologists who misinterpreted it as introducing a teleological element into a natural science; whereas, without prejudice to its interpretation, the term "trend" was applied to what was a phenomenon amenable to objective description, and any objection on the score of teleology could only be directed to possible implications of the term itself. Apparently geneticists have now accounted for the phenomenon to their own satisfaction. I sometimes wonder whether the gene is made to carry more burdens than it can reasonably bear.
'These and cognate biological considerations occupied my attention from the time I joined the Department of Geology until my retirement in 1938, though, during the last ten or twelve years of that time, the administrative details of Keeper occupied almost all my time and energy. Indeed, throughout my professional career, I found it impos sible to put in more reading than merely to keep in sight the progress of biological thought in some few directions; for to do so, necessarily involved reading at night, and that was quite beyond my physical powers. In the year after my marriage in 1908 I moved from Harrow to Chelsea, and later to Fulham in order to be within walking distance of my work. These (partly physical) disabilities made my attendance at at Meetings trying, especially evening Meetings, and prevented me from taking as active a part as I ought, or should have liked, to have taken in the business of Scientific Societies, or from benefiting as I might have in frequent intercourse with other scientists, British or foreign-a lack largely countered by the social advantages of a cosmopolitan gatheringground like the Miuseum. My debt to the Scientific Societies has been great; and although I have done little for them, most have always treated me with ready help and co-operation, and, in personal dealings, with friendliness and consideration; and their encouragement has been by no means a small factor in enabling me to shape and express my biological views, and, as far as outside influence can, to counter my personal deficiencies.' Lang adds to 'this very personal account' 'If anyone troubles to read it, he will probably find that any interest it may have lies in the philosophical outlook and implications of my work. He will see (whether, or not, the work has any scientific value) that I have tried strictly to keep it within the definition of a science as being to marshal observed phenomena and to draw logical conclusions from the observations; and that the data for a natural science are natural phenomena. The method of science is logic; thus, though intuitive perceptions may usefully be used, what they reveal must be demonstrable as logical consequences of observed facts. But I do not claim that the scientific method is the only /method for dealing with reality, or that natural phenomena are the only data that a man should consider in evolving his philosophy. Thus, a man s metaphysical, and ultimately his religious, views must, it seems to me, influence his scientific work, in so far as his personality cannot but be reflected in it, however strictly he keeps within the limits imposed by the terms of his subject. In fact, speculative lines of thought colour all my earlier work, and, if they are not so explicit in later work, it is because by then they appeared too superficial, and therefore, too easily led to excess; they were driven deeper, beyond the limit of scientific expression. It is enough for the purposes of this statement, that these points should be made, and with them I can leave my work to anyone who may be curious enough to examine it.' O f the groups of invertebrate fossils that were in his charge at the Museum Lang chose the bryozoa (polyzoa) and later on the corals for his special attention. His first researches were on the Mesozoic Cyclostomata, but before very long, the problems presented by the Cretaceous Cribrimorphs attracted him, and the results of his studies were published in a series of important papers leading up to his two volumes of the Catalogue of Cretaceous Bryozoa (vols. I l l and IV in continuation of J. W. Gregory's volumes) which appeared in 1921 and 1922 . Lang had already accepted the idea of ortho genesis, and in these volumes, particularly in the Introduction to the first of the two volumes, seemed firmly to nail his flag to the mast regarding this theory of evolution (or, as 'my friend Dr F. L. Kitchin has spoken of it', Programme-Evolution), and he remarks that the phenomena o f 'independent lineages of Cheilostome Polyzoa so run through a similar history . . . points rather to compulsion from within . . . to an inherent tendency in the ancestral form which becomes actual as its evolution is worked out with offspring although these are distributed among many divergent lineages'. F. A. Bather, in his address to Section C at the British Association in 1920 handled his ideas on evolution rather roughly, not only orthogenesis in general but his notion of the persistent and fatal habit of lime-secretion in an organism which 'has led to a brilliant but comparatively brief career of skeleton building, and had doomed the organism finally to evolve but the architecture of its tomb'; but this did not stop Lang applying his accepted idea of trends to the other groups on which he worked, particularly corals. Perhaps orthogenesis chimed more readily with his pronounced religious beliefs, but as we have read, his views were subject to modification. Recapitulation, then becoming fashionable, he accepted less wholeheartedly.
After the publication of these major works Lang turned his attention to the rugose corals and, in collaboration with the late Stanley Smith, produced a number of important papers of systematic interest, but always with the evolutionary aspect in mind. The publication, in conjunction with Stanley Smith and H. D. Thomas of the Index to Palaeozoic coral genera, two years after his retirement, brought Lang's palaeontological work to an end.
Outside his Museum studies, Lang's major geological work was his detailed study of the geological and palaeontological succession of the Blue Lias cliffs of Charmouth, a study that spanned the whole of his professional life. Extending his investigations inland to the Vale of Marshwood it resulted in the publication in 1932 of a classical description of a classical area.
Lang had become Deputy Keeper in 1927 and Keeper the following year on F. A. Bather's retirement, but although he may have enjoyed the dignity of his position, he was clearly not at ease in an administrative post. His natural reserve, amounting to shyness of which he was only too conscious (in one place he speaks of his 'shyness and gauche manners in dealing with others'), led to an apparently authoritative and in some spheres patriarchal attitude which did not always allow easy relations with his staff, particularly the more junior, and one had to know him well, as during the last thirty years the writer was privileged to do, to appreciate his great kindliness, his sense of humour and absolute integrity. He was burdened for all his adult life by the consciousness of a physical weakness which, certainly in later years was psychological rather than physical, and led to a careful and unusual regime, which included exceptionally early rising and correspond ingly early retirement that, as he himself has explained, inhibited his taking a full part in the usual activities of the scientific world. Nevertheless he was a member of the Council of the Geological Society from 1923 to 1926 and was awarded the Lyell Medal in 1928, a year before he was elected to the Fellowship of this Society.
After ten years of Keepership, he retired at the earliest possible moment, on his 60th birthday, to the home that he had built for himself and his family down in his beloved Charmouth, and thereafter, so far as I know, never again left the West Country.
Undoubtedly his long years of retirement were among his happiest. In Dorset he could be what he really was by nature and preference, a naturalist with the widest interests.
He never lost his interest in the department over which he had presided, as his correspondence with the writer, covering many years, shows, and he was always delighted to have the latest 'news' of the Museum during our annual (and latterly more than annual) visits.
The local geology was his primary occupation but no detail of nature, no natural phenomenon, however trivial, seemed to escape his eye-and seldom his pen.
Next to his professional interest in geology, entomology seemed mostly to claim his attention-indeed, during the first world war, being prevented by ill-health from active service, he was seconded to the Department of Entomology where he carried out important work on mosquitoes. But he was a first-rate field botanist as well, and his historical interest is shown by several papers on Mary Anning, the noted fossilist of Lyme Regis in the early years of the last century, and on other local scientific personalities. These papers and many others in the Proceedings of the Dorset Natural History and Archaeological Society, which he served as President and for many years as a Member of the Council, reflect the variety of his writings-'Cow-stones' (1949) , the curious occurrence of the 'Flattened flies' (1949) , the formalities of the 'Fighting swans' (1950) , 'Mud-flows' (1955) , 'Leaf-shape sequences in poplars' (I960)-such subjects were carefully recorded and always with worthwhile comment.
Lang was not sentimental about animals. Those he kept, such as the long series of tortoises, were kept as objects of interest and sources of information or amusement: he was of course kind to them and gentle with them, but they were often of as much interest dead as alive.
An extract from a letter of his to myself in 1951, arising out of the 'fighting swan' ritual is illuminating as to his views on animal behaviour: 'I am ashamed into fearing that I expressed them (his views on animal behaviour) dogmatically, or even arrogantly; whereas, I was supposing that most readers would think that the views I was expound ing were merely glimpses at the obvious; while the rest, whom I suppose you would include under "sentimentalists" , might be pacified by my extenuating remarks. Those were meant to explain that although animal behaviour had a fundamental pattern of a "mechanistic" nature, yet it could be modified by circumstances to which the animal might react in more than one manner, and so appear to exercise choice, which, might, in turn, be merely following the strongest stimulus, or might be real choice, and show the use of a will of sorts. In the latter case, the behaviour may simply show the path of least resistance, dictated by the memory (presumably subconscious) and formed by previous success after trial and error-thus showing that the animal had attained a level of intelligent behaviour; or it might be the result of a reasoned view of the situation. My own view (for what it is worth) following, I believe, Lloyd Morgan, is that reason is shown, if at all, in very few animals, and then in a very rudimentary form. For an animal to reason, it had to stand outside itself and conceive a situation, in fact, it must to some extent be self-conscious. I think that those hominids which definitely made tools must have had reason. To have deliberately fashioned an object to serve a specific purpose means that they must have conceived a situation of which they themselves formed only one of many components.
'A greater difficulty comes in the next stage. When did a moral sense begin to determine man's actions? By "moral sense" I mean a sense that there is a right and a wrong-in other words, an ethical factor in man's behaviour, which soon, or simultaneously, became bound up with a religious sense, i.e. a belief in external, unseen, and personal powers or wills, to which man adjusted his behaviour, and gave him his sanction for claiming to know what is right and what is wrong-i.e. an informed moral sense. If you grant a moral sense to man, the answer to your question "where to draw the line between animals governed by mechanical stimuli and the final hominids-ourselves" is, when man developed a moral sense, in other words, assumed moral responsibility for his behaviour.
'But bird and beast behaviour have been left far behind along this line, and have only reached an intelligent, or perhaps, a faint glimmer ing of a reasoning stage (if my views are right). And yet we still have to accept (as a fact) and account for (if we can) the views of the "senti mentalist", using your word technically. I would rather call the "mechanistic" , the objective, and the "sentimentalist" the subjective approach. My plea is that they need not be mutually exclusive, even if apparently so. But the subjective view applies a different approach, with its own pre-conceptions. The objective view seeks an (unattainable) final cause of a given phenomenon by tracing a line of proximate causes backwards, and thus explaining the final term by its origin. The sub jective view accounts for the stages which lead up to the final term by the nature of the final term itself. The objective view builds up the final term by successive stages; while the subjective view analyses the final term into discrete characters or qualities. The organism is a synthesis of its development and its nature, material and immaterial. The "senti mentalist", viewing animal behaviour, projects on the animal qualities from without to account for the behaviour, and amongst others, he projects human thoughts and feelings, which I do not think he is right in literally doing, because I do not consider that the behaviour as a whole allows us to suppose that the animal has reached an intellectual or psychical level compatible with having such human qualities. If it had them, most of its other behaviour contradicts such a supposed possession. ' In his Charmouth years he became almost a local 'institution', a wellknown and well-loved figure, one to whom all who shared his interests, both young and old, inevitably brought their problems or came simply to listen to his kindly wisdom and rewarding conversation.
Outside of science he was appreciative of good music, whether church music or classical, although he himself had not touched an instrument since his youth, when he is said to have played the 'cello in a family orchestra.
Lang was a strongly religious man, a sincere and broadminded Christian who took an active part in the affairs of the churches that he regularly attended, both in London and in Charmouth. He was particularly attracted to writings of Gore, Ing and Westcott, but with the views of Temple he had small sympathy.
Towards the end of his life Dr Lang wrote an admirable, brief, auto biography and on this I have drawn freely, especially in regards to his early days and to his philosophy, largely by direct quotation so that as far as possible he might speak for himself. To my colleague Dr H. Dighton Thomas, who for many years worked with Dr Lang, I am indebted for information on his work in the Museum, and for personal items to his daughter, Miss Brenda Lang, who with his wife and son survive him.
A list of 131 publications is appended. The photograph is of an oil painting of Lang by A. B. Connor in 1958 in the possession of Mrs Lang.
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